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The relationships between international actors are always subject to different circumstances that affect their interests and behaviors. The relations between the United States and the European Union (EU) are not an exception to this rule. However, the history and the future of the US and the EU are so much tied together that both need to understand each other to confront jointly their common challenges and interests.
The US-EU partnership has gone through different phases, some tense and some more friendly. Although the transatlantic gap was already a fact before 9-11, the reactions on both sides of the Atlantic to the unprecedented terrorist attacks on US soil did not fix or improve the fragile link, but rather weakened it further.
However, the second Bush administration has provided a new scenario for improving or, at least, stopping the growing divergence that had become a trend in US-EU relations. There is no doubt that the willingness for renewed and improved relations between the US and the EU already exists. Both parts now have the responsibility to rebuild a robust relationship and to create opportunities to reinforce a partnership that is vital for a better and more secure world.
REBUILDING THE TRANSATLANTIC PARTNERSHIP: US-EU RELATIONS IN THE POST-IRAQ ERA
The relations between the United States and the European Union (EU) have always been quite uneven. This fact should not surprise anyone. The relationships between international actors are subject to different circumstances that may affect their interests and behaviors. A status quo between nations is almost impossible in a fast changing and globalizing world. The change of governments due to elections, economic changes, different world events, and differing views towards emerging or existing conflicts, are just a few examples of different issues that affect perceptions and, consequently, political decisions and international relations. The relations between the US and the EU are no exception to this fact.
This Strategy Research Project will show how tied together the history and the future of the US and the EU are. It will firstly describe the most important bodies within the EU that deal with security and defense issues at the highest levels and how the new
Treaty of Lisbon will affect in these areas. It will later go through the different and changing relations that the US and the EU have experienced before and after 9/11.
Thirdly, it will describe the future scenario where new opportunities for better understanding and cooperation need to be fostered and developed. Finally, I will provide several recommendations that could be followed in order to help rebuild the US-EU transatlantic partnership. The EU body where discussions and recommendations for security and defense issues take place is the Political and Security Committee (PSC). In this Committee each member state is represented by a permanent ambassador. 6 Once the PSC agrees on a certain proposal, it is included in the agenda of the COREPER (Permanent Representatives Committee) for discussion before it is passed to the next level, the European Council. The Council, at the Foreign Affairs Minister level, is the first body where decisions can be taken regarding the deployment of civil or military forces.
All these bodies and mechanisms are a clear sign that the EU wants to be perceived as a credible international actor in security and defense issues. However, there are essentially two circumstances that are critical obstacles to building a strong military instrument capable of reacting quickly to world events. The first is the fact that each and every European government is accountable to its own national parliament and constituency when deciding to commit its military forces. The second is that the concessions provided by each member state to the EU in international affairs gradually degrade each nation's sovereignty, which can negatively influence its national interests.
These facts slow the decision making process and sometimes force the governments to take difficult decisions that must keep a fair balance between their national interests and those of the EU.
Pre-Iraq US-EU Relations
The EU, as mentioned above, is very much a living organization that is currently evolving and will certainly continue to do so. However, it is very important to stress, and many Europeans ignore this fact, that the US has been a precursor and a very important catalyst in the process of the creation and evolution of the Union.
In 1950, when the Allies' occupation of Germany was coming to an end, Jean
Monnet, a visionary French businessman, had convinced his foreign minister, Robert
Schuman, that the "old idea of uniting Europe politically under one grand design would never work; centuries of European enmity had put that idea to rest. To him, the secret to a united Europe lay in achieving the integration in small steps. The US agreed at that time, probably because of the growing threat coming from the USSR, which had already begun testing nuclear weapons, that the option of unifying regard the EU as a reality with which the US has to negotiate in a friendly manner. This is true especially bearing in mind the common values and interests that both share.
Former President George H.W. Bush mentioned that "…the Europeans are in the process of trying to forge a common understanding about security and foreign policy. So it's important for the United States to participate in the dialogue from the beginning, which will ensure that America is treated as the ally that it is and not a competitor." Ironically, there was a broad transatlantic consensus about what had happened during the Kosovo War: the Europeans had generally proven to be operationally irrelevant, and the Americans had made and carried out operational decisions unilaterally. To Washington's frustration, their operational irrelevance did not stop the Europeans from expecting to have a major say in the development of NATO strategy. To the Europeans' frustration, in the end, whatever their opinion, the Americans had the capabilities to ignore them and act alone. 12 The Origins of the Crisis
All the above analysis shows that the growing US-EU gap was already a fact before 9-11, although its dimensions and second order effects were not still clear. It is now evident that the reactions on both sides of the Atlantic to the unprecedented and unexpected terrorist attacks on US soil did not fix or improve the transatlantic link, but instead further weakened it.
The first US reaction to the 9-11 attacks against the Taliban government of to the US and the EU alike, why was the reaction essentially unilateral?
Very quickly it became evident that Afghanistan was only the first step in the US's reaction to 9/11. "Rumsfeld showed up toward the end of the session and made a broader point. Yes, it was important to topple the Taliban as quickly as the US could, but that would not be enough." The Way Ahead.
As the political turmoil and rift that emerged during the run-up to the invasion of Iraq between the US and the EU fades away, mainly due to the passage of time and to the change 25 or potential change of some governments and political leaders on both sides of the Atlantic, new opportunities will continue to arise to rebuild US-EU relations.
Although the trend of a growing transatlantic gap has been reversed, the US-EU partnership still has to decide how to address the future and the extent to which both sides want to rebuild the link. "The EU and the US should reach a new understanding in responding to global security challenges, such as the combating of transnational terrorism and the crystallization of the doctrine of humanitarian intervention, through a process of transparent dialogue and constructive consultation." 26 The process of rebuilding the post-Iraq US-EU transatlantic bond, with present and future world scenarios, offers new opportunities for the crafting of stronger ties.
However, these new regional and international environments could prompt new mutual perceptions that might hamper such a process leading to a weaker or antagonistic relationship. If the US has to face the fundamental question of uni-polarity or multipolarity, Europe has to decide whether it will take the course of close cooperation with the US or seek to balance its power. Washington to deepen our strategic partnership." 28 Many authors argue that the logical option for cooperation in foreign and security issues between the US and the EU should be through NATO. However, there is a need to explore new genuine mechanisms that bring renewed confidence and the best possible synchronization of efforts and interests between the two sides of the Atlantic. Undoubtedly, the continuing reinforcement of US-EU relations would also be perceived by the rest of the world as an undisputable sign of the prevalence of the Western model, not only in terms of economic power but also with regard to the potential employment of coordinated military and civilian capabilities in the world scene.
Although the task of finding common ground leading to an agreement on the use of force is not an easy task, there is no reason to believe that a solid starting point cannot be found. A new strong bond between America and the Union would also bring shared responsibilities for conflict prevention and crisis management. The spread of freedom and human rights is a goal that both sides of the Atlantic must strive for. • The establishment of a military liaison mechanism between the US and the EU to improve the coordination of the ongoing and future operations as well as other common security and defense issues. This mechanism needs to begin with an EU effort to post a European Defense Attaché to all EU Delegations worldwide.
There are many other options that could be explored to reinforce the transatlantic link. Better US-EU relations and new additional mechanisms for cooperation and collaboration will bring more robust ties and stronger multilateral actions for reaching common goals and interests.
The ESDP is not a peer competitor to NATO. It is a natural development of the EU and has to be considered as such. It is a new possibility, and source of new opportunities for European nations and the US to address current and potential conflicts.
Western civilization has footprints on both sides of the Atlantic. A better understanding between the US and the EU is not only possible but necessary. More than six years have passed since the tragic events of 9/11 brought new tensions to already strained US-EU relations. Both parts of the transatlantic link now have the
